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ER: the Silk Road of interorganellar communication

Jin-Zheng Wang and Katayoon Dehesh
Department of Botany and Plant Sciences and Institute of Integrative Genome Biology, University 
of California, Riverside, CA 92506, USA.

Abstract

Cellular adaptive responses arise from an array of spatially and temporally distinct biochemical 

interactions that modulate biological processes and reorganize subcellular structures tailored to the 

nature of stimulus. As such, cells have evolved elegantly and tightly regulated mechanisms to 

enable interorganellar communication in part through the dynamic readjustment of physical 

distance enabling the tethering between two closely apposed membranous organelles and thus 

formation of Membrane Contact Sites (MCSs). MCSs are dynamic and ubiquitous interorganellar 

structures that serve as regulatory interfaces to facilitate transmission of signals and to integrate 

synthesis of metabolic pathways such as lipids required for upholding cellular homeostasis in 

response to environmental and developmental inputs.

Endoplasmic reticulum (ER) is the most copious endomembrane system that extend throughout 

the cell, and functions in production, processing, and transport of proteins and lipids, as well as in 

intracellular signaling. Reminiscent of the ancient Silk Road, ER connection to other membranous 

organelles via MCSs alters cellular landscape and serves as nexus for coordinating exchange of 

metabolites such as lipids, ions such as Ca2+, and other small molecules involved in maintaining 

cellular integrity under prevailing conditions. Delineating the molecular organization of the 

tethering complexes, molecular action of exchanged molecules and hence the nature of 

information transmitted will afford insight into underlying basis of interorganellar communication 

and shed light on the evolutionarily conserved function of ER as the ancient trans-kingdom Silk 

Road trafficking vital metabolites via the non-vesicular pathway.

Introduction

The Tao initiates One, One deduces Two, Two give birth to Three, Three evolves 

the Universe. All things carry the Yin and embrace the Yang, living harmony by 

breathing together.
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--Laozi

A defining characteristic of eukaryotic cells is the presence of intracellular membranes 

resulting in spatial separation of biological processes and by extension compartmentalization 

of metabolites in defined cellular compartments (organelles). Establishment of 

interorganellar communication, a profound consequence of emergence of eukaryotes, 

enabled coordinated scaling of biological processes required to meet metabolic and energy 

demands of the cell.

Endoplasmic reticulum (ER) is the most abundant endomembrane system that plays a key 

role in maintenance of cellular homeostasis in response to exogenous and endogenous inputs 

largely through interorganellar communication. The ER membranes are functionally 

connected to all membranes of the secretory and endocytic pathways via vesicular transport 

through physical fusion with vesicles [1,2]. However, contacts of the ER with other 

membranous organelles is through formation of Membrane Contact Sites (MCSs), a non-

vesicular-pathway. The function of non-vesicular interorganellar communication pathway is 

through formation of direct associations between ER and other membrane compartments 

forming dynamic interfaces for trafficking of vital metabolites and information for timely 

adaptive responses [3,4]. An example is the proposed function of ER-PM contact sites in 

coordinating the interrelationship between sterols, sphingolipids, and phospholipids required 

for maintenance of PM composition and integrity[5].

MCSs are membrane micro-domains that can be formed between smooth tubular ER 

network with plasma membrane (PM), mitochondria, endosomes, peroxisomes, lipid 

droplets, Golgi, vacuoles and plastids [6–10]. It is of note that, the dense packing of 

membranous organelles within cell infers other potential frequent and random occurrence of 

transient encounters between organelles that differ from MCS formation. The differentiating 

hallmarks of MCSs as opposed to other member interactions are (a) tethering between two 

closely apposed intracellular membranes (~10–30nm); (b) the membranes might transiently 

hemi-fuse but do not fully fuse; (c) enrichment of selected proteins and/or lipids at the MCS, 

contributing to the formation of tethering complexes, or functioning as communication 

mediators; (d) formation of MCSs result in functional and/or compositional alteration of one 

of the two connected organelles[11]. Another key feature of MCSs is their dynamically 

varying abundance and remodeled structure depending on the interacting organelles, cell 

type, the functional state of the cell, and in response to developmental and external stimuli 

[6,12,13].

This review focuses on some of the most recent findings of the nature of tethering complexes 

across kingdoms, between ER and mitochondria, plastids, and PM (Figure 1) and their 

respective roles in the exchange of lipids and the evolutionarily conserved signaling 

molecule, Ca2+, and to provide some perspectives for future studies.
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Structural components of MCSs

ER-mitochondria

Physical interaction between ER and mitochondria, commonly referred to as Mitochondria-

Associated Membrane (MAM) [14], was first established by subcellular fractionation studies 

on rat liver using differential centrifugation [15] followed by direct visualization in living 

Hela cells using fluorescent proteins [16]. In yeast, MAM contact sites are formed by the 

ER-Mitochondria Encounter Structure (ERMES) tethering complex connecting the ER 

membrane to the mitochondrial outer membrane [17,18]. The core of ERMES complex is 

composed of four subunits: Mmm1 that is an ER transmembrane protein, Mdm34 and 

Mdm10 are proteins integral to mitochondrial outer membrane, and Mdm12 is the soluble 

cytosolic subunit (Figure 2A) [17].

Three of those four proteins (Mmm1, Mdm12 and Mdm34) contain a synaptotagmin-like 

mitochondrial-lipid binding protein (SMP) domain. Bioinformatics analysis using SMP 

domain identified PDZD8 as a structural and functional ortholog of the yeast Mmm1protein 

in mammalian ER membrane [19]. Thus far however, there are no reports on other ERMES 

orthologs.

In plants the direct connection between ER and mitochondria has been confirmed, but the 

molecular structure and function of these connections have remained elusive. Examination 

of the model plant Physcomitrella patens has provided visual evidence for the existence of 

mitochondria-ER interactions in plants and their correlation with mitochondrial constriction 

and fission [20]. The same group has reported that a protein of unknown function 

(mitochondria-ER-localized LEA-related LysM domain protein 1; MELL1) defines the 

abundance of mitochondrial association to the ER, and modulates mitochondrial shape and 

number. This suggests that MELL1 protein might be one of the components of ERMES in 

Physcomitrella patens (Figure 2B) [20]. The comparative analyses using full length protein 

sequences has not successfully identified potential ERMES candidates in plants [20]. 

However, a modified and targeted sequence analyses using SMP domain of ERMES 

complex, combined with quantitative proteomic of subcellular membrane recently employed 

for identification of mitochondrial outer membrane proteins [21], could be instrumental in 

identification of the tethering complex proteins connecting ER to mitochondria outer 

membrane in plants.

ER-plastids

Application of optical tweezers on ruptured Arabidopsis protoplast provided the first 

evidence for the physical association between ER and plastids [9]. These studies 

demonstrated that even at an applied force of 400 pN, ER fragments could not be detached 

from chloroplasts, a circumstantial evidence for protein-protein interactions at the ER-

chloroplast MCSs [9,22]. Subsequent transorganellar complementation studies demonstrated 

biochemical continuity of ER and chloroplasts and provided a clear evidence for 

functionality of ER-plastid MCSs [23]. These assays were based on mutating pathway 

activities in one organelle and testing of substrate accessibility by retargeting the functional 

enzymes to the companion organelle. This approach enabled complementation of plastidial 
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vte1 mutant phenotype by the plastidial tocopherol cyclase retargeted to the ER, thus leading 

to the proposed hemifusion-based model for MCSs formation between ER and plastids [23]. 

The identity of tethering complex proteins of ER-plastids MCSs is still missing, however 

one of the lipase/acylhydrolases, BnCLIP1 localized at MCSs between ER and chloroplasts 

is viewed as a potential candidate [24].

Using living imaging implicated interactions between plastidial extensions known as 

stromules (stroma-filled tubules) and ER [25]. The study showed correlative dynamics 

between stromules and the cortical ER tubules, thereby suggesting that the interacting 

surfaces might serve as conduits for bidirectional metabolic exchanges between the two 

organelles [25]. In addition, extension of stromules along microtubules (MTs) and their 

connection to actin filaments as anchoring points surrounding nuclei led to the suggestion 

that stromules direct movement of chloroplasts to the nuclei during innate immunity [26]. 

ER surrounding of stromules suggests that formation of MCSs may stabilize stromules, 

similarly to anchoring function of actins [26,27]. This is line with the proposed role of 

cytoskeleton in stabilizing MCSs forming membranes, as the results of the connection of 

actin and microtubule to the ER-PM contact sites [28].

ER-PM contact sites (EPCSs)

The contact sites between ER and PM (EPCSs) facilitate communication between 

intracellular and extracellular compartments. The tethering complexes connecting the two 

membranes were revealed in yeast, mammals, and plants [1,29–34].

In yeast, three families of ER-PM tethering proteins were identified: Ist2 (related to 

mammalian TMEM16 ion channels), the tricalbins (Tcb1/2/3, orthologs of the extended 

synaptotagmins), and SUPPRESSOR OF CHOLINE SENSITIVITY2 (Scs2) and Scs22 

(Figure 3A) [29,32]. Loss of these proteins not only dissociated ER from PM, but also mis-

regulated phosphoinositide signaling at the PM, and constitutively activated the ER unfolded 

protein response. This is a clear indication of the critical role of EPCSs in a range of cellular 

activities including signaling, organelle morphology, and ER function [29,32].

The EPCSs in mammalian was first reported in the 1950s in muscle cell [33], subsequently 

recognized in neurons [34], and eventually observed in all cells, leading to recognition of the 

importance of cell type and the functional state of the cell in altering abundance and 

morphology of EPCSs [1]. In mammalians there are two types of tethers that, can and 

generally do coexist at the same contact sites. One is mediated by STIM1 and Orai and the 

other by E-Syts [35,36]. The latter is comprised of three E-Syts (E-Syt1, E-Syt2, and E-

Syt3). These proteins contain a membrane anchoring hairpin allowing biding to ER. This 

interaction is critically dependent on the presence of PI (4,5)P in the PM and is additionally 

regulated by elevation of cytosolic Ca2+[35,36].

In plants, ER-PM anchor/contact is formed by three families of ER-PM tethering proteins 

namely (1) NET3C, member of a plant-specific superfamily (NET) of actin-binding 

protation [37], (2) Vesicle-Associated Protein 27 (VAP27), a plant homolog of the yeast 

Scs2 ER-PM tethering proteins [38], and (3) the actin and microtubule networks [28,39]. 

Moreover, a phospholipid binding Synaptotagmin1 (SYT1) was found to be a plant ortholog 
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of the mammal extended synaptotagmins and yeast tricalbins families of ER-PM anchors 

[40]. The proposed function of SYT1 at ER-PM contact sites is supported by its co-

localization with VAP27, a known ER-PM MCSs marker (Figure 3B) [40,41]. Functional 

identification of the trans-kingdom conserved SYT1 at ER-PM contact sites is an example of 

a MCS component coordinating cellular responses to environmental stresses [40].

Cargos of MCSs

I. Lipid transport via MCSs

The building block of bilayer cell membranes are phospholipids, but the compositional 

heterogeneity of membrane define their functional specificity, and as such lipid composition 

and intrinsic membrane proteins must be tightly regulated.

Cellular fatty acids (FAs) and lipid synthesis are compartmentalized biochemical processes. 

In photosynthetic eukaryotic cells, FAs are predominantly synthesized in chloroplasts, 

followed by their subsequent export to the ER for phospholipid and triacylglycerol synthesis 

[42]. Conversely, ER is the site of diacylglycerol synthesis, the substrate of galactolipids, the 

lipid species in the chloroplast membranes [42]. Hence FA and lipid trafficking between 

chloroplasts and the ER is essential for cellular survival.

In non-photosynthetic eukaryotic cells, the majority of membrane lipids are synthesized in 

the ER and then delivered to other membranes from which lipid metabolites are returned to 

the ER for metabolic recycling [43].

There are two major routes of lipid transport, one pathway of delivery by vesicular 

trafficking along the secretory and endocytic pathways, and the other is through MCSs. 

Interestingly, the delivery of membrane lipids from the ER to the PM occurs faster than the 

delivery of membrane and secretory proteins via vesicular traffic [44]. In addition, 

pharmacological and genetic manipulations that result in inhibition of vesicular transport do 

not block lipid delivery from the ER to the PM [44]. Moreover, hydrophobic nature of most 

membrane lipids and thus absence of spontaneous diffusion through the cytosol, provides 

evidence for non-vesicular lipid transport as in inevitable cooperation venue between the ER 

and mitochondria, and ER and plastids [45].

ER-mitochondria—Mitochondria are semiautonomous organelles whose replication is 

dependent on the delivery of essential building blocks such as lipids. Mitochondria require 

the delivery of phosphatidylserine (PS) and phosphatidic acid (PA) as substrates for an in 

house synthesis of phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), phosphatidylglycerol (PG), and 

cardiolipin (CL). In addition, mitochondria are unable to synthesize other necessary lipids 

such as phosphatidylcholine (PC), phosphatidylinositol (PI), sterols and sphingolipids. Thus, 

mitochondria require lipid delivery from the ER, but they are not connected to the secretory 

pathway, and as such dependent on MCSs mediated influx of lipids from the ER [13].

The Primary function of ERMES in yeast is to transport phospholipid between two 

organelles. In fact the preferential interaction of Mmm1-Mdm12 complex with PC suggest 

that they function as primary transporters of ER-derived PC to mitochondria [46]. Further 
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structural and functional analysis of Mmm1-Mdm12 complex supports that ERMES is 

responsible for not only membrane tethering but also facilitating efficient lipid exchange, 

such as PE and PS, at ER-mitochondria contact sites in yeast [47]. However, despite the 

ancient nature of ERMES complex, its loss in animal lineage, suggests that other protein 

complexes have replaced its functions in metazoans.

In Arabidopsis thaliana, there is a large lipid-enriched complex, designated the 

mitochondrial transmembrane lipoprotein (MTL), containing proteins such as the TOM 

complex and AtMic60 [48]. It is reported that AtMic60 contributes to the export of PE from 

mitochondria and the import of galactoglycerolipids from plastids during phosphate 

starvation. Presence of Mic60 and the necessity of PE export from mitochondria in non-plant 

cells suggest possible involvement of Mic60 in lipid trafficking between ER-mitochondria as 

is the case in other organisms [48,49].

ER-plastid—The initial synthesis of FAs occurs in plastids, but the compartmentalized 

nature of lipid synthesis necessitates lipid trafficking between organelles [22] that happens 

via MCSs. One protein candidate shown to be localized at the ER/ Plastid MCSs is a lipases 

designated as BnCLIP1 reported to regulate plastidial development [24]. In Arabidopsis, 

there are several chloroplast localized subfamilies of acylhydrolases, with suggested 

function in facilitating fatty acids or lipid transport between ER and chloroplast [50].

ER-PM—Lipid transfer proteins (LPTs) are proposed to function in the exchange of lipids 

between membranes, primarily at the MCSs. It is proposed that that LPTs function as 

physical tethers between the two membrane bilayers with their lipid transfer module 

mediating lipid exchange. Some LTPs that act at ER–PM contact sites are either directly 

bound to the ER via hydrophobic insertions into the bilayer, or indirectly via interactions of 

a so-called FFAT motif (two phenylalanines in an acidic tract) present in their sequence [51].

In yeast, the separation of the ER from the PM caused by the loss of all six tethering proteins 

resulted in elevated levels of phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate (PtdIns4P) at the PM, in 

concert with induction of the ER unfolded protein response, indicating critical roles for ER-

PM contacts in lipid transfer and ER function [29].

II. Calcium homeostasis via MCSs

Calcium (Ca2+) in addition to its structural role, also functions as a secondary messenger 

regulating the signaling cascades in an array of developmental processes and responses to 

environmental signals. Function of Ca2+ within cellular microdomains in maintaining 

intracellular Ca2+ homeostasis is well established [11,52,53].

ER-mitochondria—Mitochondrial function and survival is regulated by Ca2+ signals 

commonly transmitted at MCSs between the ER and mitochondria [54]. Additional evidence 

that Ca2+ transfer from the ER to mitochondria occurs at MCSs stemmed from studies on 

the channel that allows Ca2+ to move across the inner mitochondrial membrane, called the 

mitochondrial Ca2+ uniporter (MCU). Interestingly despite low Ca2+ affinity of this channel, 

the high local Ca2+ concentration at MCSs enables MCU to function [55]. Moreover, Ca2+ 

uptake into the matrix at the microdomains is performed by the mitochondrial calcium 
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uniporter complex, first identified in mammals [56–58] and recently in plants [59]. In 

mammalian, ER localized PDZD8 is required for Ca2+ uptake by mitochondria after its 

release from ER [19]. Importantly, mitochondrial Ca2+uptake shapes cytosolic Ca2+ 

dynamics [60]. The tight association between mitochondrial and cytoplasmic Ca2+ dynamics 

is also shown in plants by demonstrating the connection between mitochondrial Ca2+ 

accumulation and the intensity of the cytoplasmic Ca2+ [61].

ER-plastid—Similar to mitochondria, Ca2+ signaling in plastid regulates intra-organellar 

functions such as crucial aspect of photosynthesis, including assembly of photosystem II, the 

regulation of stromal enzymes and other processes such as import of nuclear encoded 

proteins and organellar division [62–64]. In addition plastids regulate intracellular Ca2+ by 

modulating cytosolic Ca2+ levels [65,66]. It is unclear how plastidial Ca2+ levels are 

maintained, however, identification of potential plastidial localized MCU [59] suggests ER 

localized tethering complexes might assist in plastidial Ca2+ uptake that is released from ER.

ER-PM—During various cellular activities, the low concentration of free Ca2+ in cytosol at 

resting state must be compensated. ER–PM contacts are critically implicated to rapidly 

replenish the cytosolic Ca2+ levels in all cells, followed by signal amplification and 

transduction resulting from refilling the intracellular Ca2+ store [1].

Conclusions and perspectives

In this review, we have discussed the known tethering complexes, and the function of MCSs 

in transmission of Ca2+ signals and exchange of lipids between ER and other membranous 

organelles. Indeed systematic examination of MCSs confirmed their role as interorganellar 

contact sites, now accordingly referred to as a constituent of “organelle interactome” 

[67,68]. It is of note that focus on lipids and Ca2+ as cargos stems from the ER-centric view 

of most reports on contact sites. This focus is simply because of ER special role in Ca2+ 

regulation, and ER function as a central hub in phospholipid biosynthesis necessitating it to 

communicate via MCSs with other organelles that require phospholipids. One could easily 

surmise that considering the abundance of detectable MCSs, and the multitude types of 

tethers and additional protein components so far identified, function of MCSs most likely 

extends to the transfer of molecules other than lipids and Ca2+ [67]. In addition to the full 

extent identity of cargos, open questions yet to be addressed are the identity of tethering 

protein complexes in yeast and mammalians, that are even more pronounced in plants. The 

inventory of proteins identified in yeast and mammalian cells could offer a discovery 

platform for identification of tethering complexes in plants. However regardless of species, 

dynamic nature of the tethering complexes between ER and other membranous organelles 

raises many questions, such as how some tethers occur constitutively in the absence of any 

acute stimulus, whereas formation of other tethers require a trigger; whether different tethers 

accumulate at the same or at different contact sites; and how are these tethers recruited to 

their respective site of action? Additional question arises concerning the energetics of 

transport, for example how a lipid is enriched in an acceptor membrane relative to a donor 

membrane.
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In general, much remains to be discovered about MCSs and their role in cell and organismal 

physiology. But the rapid progress in this area will define the central role of ER as the trans-

kingdom Silk Road of non-vesicular transport pathway.
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Highlights

• Membrane Contact Sites (MCS) as interfaces for interorganellar 

communication

• MCSs enable differential intracellular lipid distribution

• MCSs facilitate Ca2+ homeostasis, a conserved signalling agent
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Figure 1. 
Schematic presentation of the Silk Road of interorganellar communication, ER dynamically 

connecting with plasma membrane (PM), plastid and mitochondrion via membrane contact 

sites shown by anchors (red).
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Figure 2. 
Schematic model depicting known representatives of tethering complex proteins (Mmm1, 

Mdm32, Mdm34 and Mdm10 in yeast, and MELL1 in plant) and the lipids that can be 

exchanged at the ER-mitochondrion contact sites.
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Figure 3. 
Schematic model depicting known representatives of tethering complex proteins (tricalbins, 

Ist2 and VAP in yeast, and SYT1, VAP27 and NET3C in plant) and cytoskeleton at the ER-

PM contact sites.
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